ADITYA PHARMACY COLLEGE

Date: 30.05.2019

CIRCULAR
PC & CMM CERTIFICATES GENERATION

This is to inform UG & PG all years passed outs students, who have cleared all the subjects, that the university has decided to issue PC & CMM Certificates. In this connection, all the students concerned are instructed to submit the application forms, along with the required fees (200/- for each candidate), to the college examination cell on or before 01-06-2019 (Saturday) without fail.

Note: The application (Hard copy) should consists of

1. Filled consolidated marks memo.
2- SSC Xerox copy.
3. Aadhar Xerox copy.
4. Xerox copies of all Semesters marks memos, issued by JNTUK. (Net Print out copy of (IV-II))

PRINCIPAL